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ENGR 1110
Engineering Graphics

The presentation and images by East Tennessee State University are licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License unless noted otherwise.

Course Description:
The purpose of engineering drawing and sketching.
Creating orthogonal and section views.
Dimensioning and tolerancing.
Using 2D & 3D CAD software applications, interfaces,
and drawing production environments.
Using of fundamental 2D CAD features including points,
object snaps, named layers, pre-drawn objects
(blocks), etc..

Course Description (cont.):
Produce dimensionally accurate and annotated 2D
mechanical "shop" drawings of a mechanical
assembly and related components.
Produce at least one mechanical drawing of high
enough quality to be used in a portfolio.
Exporting and importing geometric information for
transfer of CAD data from one application to
another.
Creating 3D CAD models using extruding, revolving, and
lofting.

Course Description:
Scaling.
Lettering.
Dimensioning (&
Tolerancing).
Orthographic Views.
Isometric Views.

Section Views.
Extrusion (3D).
Revolves (3D).
Lofting (3D).

Required Materials:
Engineer’s Scale.
1/5 or 1/10 divided Graph paper- Minimum 5 pages per Student. –
downloadable online:
https://www.vertex42.com/Files/download2/doc.php?file=graphpaper-tenth-inch.docx
Isometric paper-Minimum 5 pages per Student.
https://www.waterproofpaper.com/graph-paper/isometric-graphingpaper.pdf
Compass.
Protractor.
30/60/90 triangle.
45 triangle.
Basic Calculator (Optional).
The first Exam will require these tools.
NO, you may not share them during a test.

Software:
Autodesk AutoCAD 2023.
Free download for students.
Must create a student account.
http://www.autodesk.com/student.
Autodesk Fusion 360.
Also, from Autodesk.
Free to students and hobbyists.
Saves to the cloud of your Autodesk
account.

Assignments:
Most assignments can be found on D2l.
10 or 20 Points per project.

Hand drawn assignments are due 1-2 class periods after
assignment is issued.
Instructors may require physical, digital turn in or both.
CAD assignments are Due 1 week after assigned date
(unless otherwise stated).

Submissions close permanently 1 day after the assignment is due.
Any assignment more than 10 minutes late will loose 1/5 of the
assignment’s total value.
Turn Assignments in on time regardless of whether it is finished or
not!

Assignments:
Most can be completed in 1-2 class periods.
If you cannot complete an assignment in class; it should
be completed as homework.
Hand drawn assignments:
Issued each class until the 1st Exam.
2D and 3D CAD assignments:
10-point assignments assigned each class period.
20-point assignments may be allotted more time.

Plagiarism:
DON’T DO IT!
Copying another’s file in part or in all, is plagiarism for
the purposes of this class.
If any person other than yourself performed any portion
of any assignment it is considered plagiarism.
There is a BIG difference between helping someone
figure out how to use a tool/process and doing part
of or all of the work for them!
May result in:
Warning & Zero (0) for the assignment.
Failure of the course.

Plagiarism:
Easy to tell –
Software contains significant meta-data which is used
for tracking the creators of files and tracing stolen
data.
History.
Timestamps.
Statistical measurements.
File comparison software – these point out exactly
where a file is the same or different, and
differences in the way they were made.
Your lack of experience will be clear come test time!

Tests:
There will be one Written Exam.
Phones / tablets and similar electronic devices
do not count as a calculator! They are prohibited on
the written exam.
Bring your own materials they will NOT be provided.
Sharing materials (such as rulers – compass…etc) during
or after an exam is prohibited to prevent the sharing
of answers.
Two practical Tests (Midterm / Final) using the software.
Bring ALL required materials to applicable tests.
There is no textbook.

Grading System:
Tests ------------- 35%.
Assignments --- 55%.
Attendance------10%.
2 bonus projects are available.
(worth 10 and 20 points respectively).
No individual projects will be provided for any
reason.
There are three Blocks of Instruction:
I. Introduction to Engineering Design & Architecture.
Manual drafting.
II. Introduction to AutoCAD.
2D Computer aided drafting & design.
III. Introduction to Fusion 360.
3D Computer aided drafting & design.

Grading System:
Although your grades are
reflected as a
percentage, the goal
is to earn as many
points as possible
during the course.
Turn in everything! Poor
grades still provides
points toward your
final grade.
If you are having problems
let me know
immediately. Topics
covered in the first
block of instruction
will help you in
AutoCAD and Fusion
360 assignments.

Minimum Score to Receive

A

> 93

A–

93 – 90

B + 89 - 87

B

86 – 83

B–

82 – 80

C + 79 – 77

C

76 – 73

C – 72 – 70

D + 69 – 67

D

66 – 63

D – 62 – 60

F

< 60

Attendance:
2 Unexcused Absences.
3rd = ½ letter grade reduction.
4+ = letter grade reduction each.
There will be a new project almost every Class.
A short lecture demonstrating new concepts,
tools, and techniques followed by lab time.

Strategy for earning good grades:
Come to class. Every class.
Be on time and ready to work.
Demonstrations are at the beginning of class.
Do your work in class.
Ask questions. We are here to help you learn.
Turn in EVERY assignment!
Submit assignments on time.

What is CAD?
Technical Drawings allow engineers to communicate
information necessary to create products or
fixtures.
Drafting is the creation of a technical drawing.
Computer Aided Design is the modern evolution of
drafting.

What is documented?
Assembly identification.
Part numbers /quantities.
Dimensional information.
Scale.
Tolerance Data.
Revision information.
Author information.
Approval information.

Drafting:

Engineering Lettering:
Lettering means using precisely written capital
letters or cleanly written numbers / fractions.

Engineering Lettering:
The point of engineering documentation is to provide
clear and easily understandable information about a
product.
Lines / arcs / circles.
Dimensions.
Part information / notes.
(Part numbers…etc.)

Engineering Lettering:
This means providing:
Clean / precise lines and lettering.
Straight lines. (Use a ruler at all times).
Smooth arcs. Use a compass or template.
Accurate angles. Use appropriate triangle
or protractor.

Measurements:
Scale:

A drawing that shows a real object with accurate sizes reduced
(or enlarged) by a designated amount.
The scale is shown as the:
Length in the drawing
1 : 10 6'-5"
6-½"
A colon (‘:’).
Matching length in the
real object
We will be using an
Engineering Scale.

Title: Wild Horse (Mustang) in
the Sacramento Mountains of
New Mexico, United States
Author: Richard Stephen Haynes
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA

Measurements – Engineer’s Scale
An Engineering (or Engineer’s) Scale is a type of
ruler used to produce ratio drawings.
Usually, 300mm in length allowing space on each
end.
In North America (U.S. & Canada)the scale is
typically 3-sided and made of plastic or
aluminum.
Scales are 1:10, 1:20, 1:30, 1:40, 1:50, & 1:60

Assignment!!!
Acquire ALL required materials.
We WILL be using them next class!
Buy or print (at correct scaling) engineering
and Isometric graph paper.
New assignments will come every class, most
will be due the following class.
Avoid getting behind, it is difficult to catch up.

Engineer Scales.
Drawing and Measuring to scale.

The presentation and images by East Tennessee State University are licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License unless noted otherwise.

Upon the successful completion of this course, the student
will be expected to demonstrate a basic understanding of:
The need for engineering drawings and sketches.
How to create orthogonal, Isometric, and section views.
Choosing correct dimensions and tolerances.
Ability to use 2D & 3D CAD software applications, interfaces, and
drawing production environments.
Utilize basic 2D CAD features including points, snaps, creating and
organizing layers, pre-drawn objects (blocks), etc..

Purpose – of Scale
Practicality: Establishes a uniform relationship between an object
and its representation.

Title: Astronaut
Author: WelcometoJurrasicPark
Source: Wikimedia Commons (derivative work of graphic by Astronaut)
License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6c/BurjKhalifaHeight.png

Engineer’s Scale:
Excessively large objects:
Roads.
City plumbing.
Topography.
Very Small:
Needs up-scaling.
Reads from both sides.
0 is the last edge mark.

1 inch = 10 feet
1 inch = 20 feet
1 inch = 30 feet
1 inch = 40 feet
1 inch = 50 feet
1 inch = 60 feet

Reading the Engineer’s Scale:
The scale factor of each side tells the
number of marks per inch.
In this example there are 30 marks
per ACTUAL inch on the scale.
To measure a line of a given scale:
Turn the scale to the designated
scale and measure the line from
the 0 mark.
Example: If 1in = 30 miles, how long is
the blue line?
Answer: 33 miles

Measurements and format.
Engineering Scale:

Scale in 10ths
Engineer’s scales make scaling by factors of 10
easy and applies on every side.
To determine an inch: just count the
markings until you reach the
indicated scale.
For 1” = 30 the long lines equals 10 units.
Notice the long lines on the 60 scale are
equivalent to the 5 units on the 30
scale.

1”

Measurements and format
Engineering Scale:

Scale in 10ths:
For 1” = 3000’ if the ruler reads 28 marks
the answer is 2800’.
Simply add or subtract 0’s as needed.
For 1” = 3’ the answer is 2.8’.
Place all answers in decimal form.
EX: 76.8 in or 6.4 ft.
Do NOT use fractions

Reading the Engineer’s Scale:
What is the value for the green line
in both feet and in inches if
the measurement is 1” =
30”?
Solution Inches = 47”
Solution Feet = 47/12 = 3.92’

green line

Reading the Engineer’s Scale:
green line

What is the value for the
green line in feet and
inches if the
measurement is 1”=300”?
= 470”

Accuracy VS Precision:

<a title="Arbeck, CC BY 4.0
&lt;https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0&gt;, via Wikimedia
Commons"
href="https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Accuracy_and_Precision.svg
"><img width="256" alt="Accuracy and Precision"
src="https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/0d/Accura
cy_and_Precision.svg/256px-Accuracy_and_Precision.svg.png"></a>

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/
0d/Accuracy_and_Precision.svg/622pxAccuracy_and_Precision.svg.png

Example:
The True measurement = 3.45 Inches.
Data sets containing :
(2.8”, 3”, 3.3”, 3.7” & 4.2”) –Are Neither accurate nor
precise, because the standard deviation is high.
(3.8”, 3.85”, 3.89”, 3.92” & 3.93”)--Precise but not
accurate, Standard deviation is low, but the cluster is
away from the true value.
(3.35”, 3.4”, 3.46”, 3.5”, 3.8”)--Accurate but not Precise. Clustered
closer to the true value but the standard deviation is
higher than desired.
( 3.43”, 3.44”, 3.45”, 3.46”, 3.47”)--Accurate and Precise.
Clustered around the true value and standard deviation is
within tolerance.

Significant Numbers:
The degree of accuracy to which one measures an object.
Affects the number of significant digits.
Depends on the accuracy of the measurement tool.
Degree of uncertainty.

Uncertainty:
Instrument precision.

Half the smallest mark on the measurement device

± ____ value. The wood rule is marked in 1/8th inches. The first inch of
The steel rule is marked in 1/32nd’s, from 1 inch and higher it is 1/16th’s.

Assignment 1.1B:
Use your engineering scales to complete:
Assignment 1.1B.
Assignment 1.1B Due at the end of the next class.

Assignment 1.1B:
Standards:
Give answers with appropriate units per each scale.
• For Engineering scale place answers in decimal form:
• EX: 4.32 Feet
• EX: 7.8 inches

Assignment 1.1B
Standards
All assignments will be submitted according to Instructions.
Scan your assignments using a scanner.
Do not use phone capture as this images tend to skew.

The legibility and clarity of the submission is your responsibility, if not legible it will not be
graded!

Each assignment must be submitted in format:

• LastName_Asgn#.# (i.e. Smith_Asgn1.1.pdf) unless instructor specifies differently

To preserve scale across all copies of this assignment only sheets handed
out by the instructor are known to be correct.
Assignment 1.1B is due at the end of next class.

